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Come and See!
Encounters in the YMCA-Guesthouse in East Jerusalem
catholic or protestant parishes, are asking for our solidarity.

An exchange with christians in the Holy Land
„We Palestinians of Christian belief consider ourselves
as native Christians in the Holy Land“, says André Batarseh, General Secretary of the YMCA East Jerusalem.
In September 2016, he visited the protestant church
community of Heiningen together with Nader Abu
Amsha, director of the East-Jerusalem YMCA Rehabilitation Program. They delivered a speech during Sunday Service: “Your prayers for peace and justice in
Israel and Palestine are important. Please tell our story, support our programs and get people to visit our
region. It is not dangerous. Come and see!”

We walked in the shadow of the land-robbing “Israeli
border installations” (47% of the West Bank are out of
reach for Palestinians, tendency growing), we visited
world heritage sites, historic city centers, violent
hotspots, e.g. in Hebron and the “most dangerous
place of Bethlehem”, the refugee camp AIDA,
cramped between an Israeli settlement and military
barracks. We learned about attacks by settlers and
soldiers with traumatizing effects.
Keep hope alive

The beginning of a partnership

Under the slogan of the YMCA East Jerusalem „Keep
hope alive!“ , we planted olive trees and worked in the
vineyard, surrounded by illegal settlements. We met
with farming families and experts, Christians and their
Muslim brothers and sisters. They all share the responsibility for the wide range of YMCA programs and contribute to their outstanding quality: Advocacy for human rights of the Palestinian people, rehabilitation
programs, educational training, recreational activities,
therapies and development of future perspectives for
handicapped and traumatized children and teenagers,
some of whom were injured while being under arrest.
We are very grateful for all these encounters and experiences.

This was the starting point of a partnership between
the protestant church community of Heiningen and
the YMCA East Jerusalem. Six months later Andrea
Kalmbach of the Protestant Youth Foundation Württemberg and the pastor of Heiningen and his wife
went to Beit Sahour and East Jerusalem on a scouting
trip. In February 2018, thirteen parish members, both
catholic and protestant, travelled from Heiningen to
Palestine. This is their report:
In the following report „Come and See!“, we have
compiled our experiences on our journey to the
West Bank and East Jerusalem in February 2018
We got a warm welcome at the YMCA guesthouse in
Beit Sahour near Bethlehem, followed by a lecture on
the manifold human rights’ activities and YMCA’s educational programs in the “Holy Land”. YMCA predominantly works in the region of East Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Beit Sahour, Jericho and Ramallah as well as
in smaller towns and villages all over the West
Bank. We met Palestinians who, in spite of unsupportable conditions, still have the power and the
hope to carry on and set new perspectives as a
counterpole to the omnipresent violence.

Peace and human rights for Israel and Palestine
With this report, we turn to all those in power - both
in churches and politics. Being aware the German
responsibility for the Shoah and the displacement of
the Palestinians beginning since the foundation of the
Israelian State, we employ for solidarity with both
peoples. We ask to damn armament, illegal settlements and violation of the human rights against Palestinians and we appeal to support the peace efforts
on both sides.

Our solidarity is needed

The members of the travel group

These Palestinians, our brothers and sisters in faith, no
matter whether they are rooted in orthodox, roman-

Heiningen, April 2018
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YMCA, Beit Sahour

The YMCA Rehabilitation Center
in Beit Sahour

Nader Abu Amsha welcomes us in the guesthouse’s conference room. He is pleased that we
are here to form our own opinion on-site.

Violence against children and teenagers
An example
In 1979, a boy belonging to the Greek Orthodox parish
was arrested for throwing stones on the school yard.
He was found guilty because of a soldier’s perjury
"with hand on Bible!”.

"You can read a lot, but you will never get the
right understanding of the situation."

While the deed was done, the 17-year-old boy attended the physics class. The teacher testified in favour of
the boy. His lawyer was able to proof that the soldier
could not have seen what was going on from where he
was standing. But all was in vain. The boy was sentenced to three months’ imprisonment and 10.000
shekel (EUR 2.500,-). Under arrest he was allegedly
physically assaulted and tormented with food withdrawal and sleep deprivation.

The director of the YMCA-West Bank tells us about
the history of the YMCA. The organisation has
worked in the region since 1844, focusing on Jerusalem and Bethlehem – until 1948, when Nakba
kicked people out of their property. In 1949, five
young men founded the YMCA East Jerusalem, EJY,
in a tent in the refugee camp Aqabat-Jaber near
Jericho. They attended to the most pressing needs
of the displaced Palestinians.

Helpless parents
We are told that under defence minister Jitzchak
Rabin, 1984–1990, thousands of Palestinians were
disabled by the military order to punish stone
throwers by breaking their bones. EJY started a
rehab program for the traumatized. Today approx.
450 kids per year join in, their number being on the
rise. By means of video surveillance, the children
and teenagers are identified by the army and then
arrested at home early in the morning. The families
are helpless against this kind of violence and are
under shock. The role of the parents collapses.

Nader explains that the YMCA East Jerusalem is a
Christian-ecumenical association that has established a variety of programs, based e.g. in the rehabilitation center of the main location in Beit Sahour.
Target groups
In 1987, after the first Intifada, the rehabilitation
program was initiated by a group of volunteers to
help young people, mostly belonging to the Palestinian civil rights movement, cope with their trauma stories and show them a way back into society.
Today, another target group are members of Bedouin families who were displaced by force.

Rehab programs
The rehab program comprises medical treatment,
educational activities and training for the future:
„We help kids who are released from arrest to find
a way back into society, into school or into a job.
We help parents understand how the time in prison changed their kids”.

The arbitrariness of the occupying power, military
interventions and militant settling incited resistance in the civilian population.
According to Nader Abu Amsha, around 65% of all
Palestinians have already suffered the experience
of being imprisoned.
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Bring them back to life
Nader Abu Amsha: „The target of the rehab process is to enable the traumatized young people to
return to school, to life“. If a child misses school
for 14 days, the pupil is required to repeat the
school year. In order to get the kids back in their
old class, they are given extra lessons to help them
make the grade. The school is contacted to negotiate a solution. "Bring them back to life" is a question of “love and justice. Not charity”.
Prevention
YMCA’s most recent project is to develop a new
conflict-transformation-concept for two selected
groups of future multipliers. We are told that all
participants come from a background of violence
and come together from different locations. They
reflect their situation by means of films, lectures,
theatre performances etc. The focus is less on educational progress but on a new attitude towards
life. The participants are supposed to acquire
awareness of citizenship, tolerance, and leadership
qualifications. "We want them to think wisely,
don't do violence anymore, practising morality and
justice. It's a preventive program.“
Funding
It is a huge fundraising task to raise money for the
work of 80 professionals with 600 disabled persons and 450 ex-detainees. The budget sums up to
USD 5.2 million. "We should be relevant in this
context as a Christian organization: Everyone is
loved. You are a subject of our love because God
loves you, loves all human beings.”
Nader appeals to all believers among Jews, Muslims and Christians to practise tolerance.
And what kind of support do the employees get?
”We have stress management, faith's meditation,
fitness activities for the staff that listen to the stories of the traumatized.” We plan to make our supervision and retreat programs available for other
organizations as well.

YMCA rehab center: Learning tools and work opportunities for
people with disabilities. Graphics on display in the center. The
photo of the board was taken in Nader’s office.
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Sports Center
Beit Sahour
sports center

Sports have the potential to change things
In the YMCA’s sports center, we meet Muslims
and Christians working for the organization. The
latter are part of the network of the Palestinian
Bible Society (PBS) and in 2017 have started an
exchange with the bible-sharing-group of
Heiningen
The people we talked to see it as their task to encourage young people to maintain good relations
among each other even in difficult situations.
"Stop complaining and start change“. 48% of the
population is under 18 and only a few get the opportunity to do sports in clubs. This is different
from Germany. Not every school offers physical
education classes.

fitness-studio
indoor swimming pool

Keep your identity, but have respect
Sports provide a means to let off steam and built
up social relationships. Sports foster teambuilding
among young people and strengthen their selfconfidence. The gender ratio for using the sports
activities is balanced, this goes also for the successful soccer team: The women are the scorers
there. Sporting spirit paves the way for tolerance
and respect and has the potential to change
things, as could be observed during the Olympic
games in South Korea.

discussion: sports, resilience, gender, biblesharing

Come and see the reality
The Christian co-workers declare that doing youth
work with biblical or other Christian themes is not
an option for them. However, they say that the
spiritual empowerment through the Bible gives
them strength for their engagement in the local
communities. Many young people dream of a
better life in the USA or in Europe. The co-workers
try to work against this tendency: “We want them
to stay and stop thinking that our situation, our
communities cannot be changed. We organize
meetings with international groups. In exchange
programs, the young people get to know other
options.”

Greetings from YMCA in Heiningen

Put yourself in our shoes
“We need help and support from abroad.” Hundreds of thousands of tourists come to visit Bethlehem but only very few of them are willing to talk
to the population. The media are focused on stone
throwers. Our hosts invite us: “Come and see the
reality!” And what can we do? ”Put yourself in our
shoes", we are advised in a friendly manner.
Later Nader Abu Amsha gives us a tour of both the indoor and
outdoor facilities of the YMCA Center Beit Sahour.
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Ramallah Sports
and Recreational
Youth Center

Arafat gave the building site
The former PLO-Leader Arafat provided the YMCA
East Jerusalem with the building site for the sports
center. The building project lingered unfinished for
a long time, but in February 2018 the opening is
close at hand.
State of Palestine and international donors
In the entrance hall, the donors are named: State
of Palestine, YMCA of the USA, US Aid, Spanish
Cooperation Agency for International Development, East Jerusalem YMCA, Arab Fund Kuwait
und Welfare Association Tawwoon.
Reduced fees
We share the hope of the management team that
reasonable admission fees will enable even people
with low income to visit the center.
Indiaca Fans
The facilities are rather upscale: athletic and medical training equipment, sections for various ball
sports, rooms for youth work and events, a spacious terrace, an indoor pool large enough to host
competitions and more. Our gift, an indiaca ball, is
only a modest contribution. However, during an
Indiaca beginner’s course where everybody is invited to join in, the enthusiasm rises.

http://www.indiaca-iia.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/
BIR2018.pdf
Basic Indiaca Rules from International Indiaca Association
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Read on
Before the journey but also
while travelling in Palestine, the group took its
time to check facts and do
some thorough reading on
key questions. In the section “Read on!” the results
of these research efforts
are compiled.

Read on
http://www.ej-ymca.org/ HP, YMCA East Jerusalem
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMQvtXRZgKU
"My Story", insight into Christian Aid: Nader Abu Amsha
http://www.ywca-palestine.org/viewer.php?ID=80
HP, Young Women’s Christian Association, Palestine
http://www.horyzon.ch/de/was-tut-horyzon/projekte-programme/palaestina-wiedereingliederung.html
Horyzon is involved inside YWCA/YMCA Organization for peace building and more in the Near East. March 2018
https://www.br.de/nachrichten/spezial/chronologie-nahostkonflikt-100.html
Chronology, Balfour Declaration until 2014
https://www.arte.tv/de/videos/074059-000-A/israel-entlang-der-gruenen-linie/
Along the green line, Arte Reportage 2017, 24 min
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/20/opinion/hebron-israel-west-bank.html NY Times, Roger Cohen, 20.01.2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQS-_9K5-Dk
“The zionistic tango: one step to the left, one to the right side.“ Gideon Levy, Washington, 2018
Mark Bravermann, Die Mauer überwinden, WDL paperback, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97GltFGnnnI
Braverman and Zionism, BDS and Israel, 2018
http://www.breakingthesilence.org.il/
A group of veterans documenting the occupation.
https://blog.misereor.de/2012/09/17/das-schweigen-brechen/ Misereor, 2012
https://www.medico.de/10-jahre-breaking-the-silence-14428/ medico international, 2014
http://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/breaking-the-silence-soldaten-fuer-buergerrechte-1.3477993
http://www.dw.com/de/streit-um-breaking-the-silence-erreicht-berlin/a-41488786 Dt. Welle, Lea Fauth, 2017
https://jpdg.de/meldungen/2017/12/3/b-michaelhaaretz-ja-breaking-the-silence-erzhl-es-der-welt
translation of Haaretz: „Yes, Breaking the Silence - Tell the World!“ Michael, 2017
http://www.pbs-web.com/ Palestinian Bible Society (PBS), Interconfessional Christian Society.
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YMCA Vocational Training Center, VTC, Jericho
(incl. Arab, Mathematics, English, Industrial Drawings)
and a seven months industry internship, monitored by
VTC employees and workshop owners.
Short-term trainings for many professions are set up
according to the needs and the target groups. They all
include lessons in political education and “life skills“.
The instructors visited Berlin and Bonn to familiarize
themselves with the Dual Training System.

What are the targets of VTC?

Improve vocational training for young people

Provide the Palestinian job market with well
qualified men and women

Offer vocational trainings to both people with
learning disabilities and marginalized people
from a weak social and economic background

Empower young people to support themselves
and their families

Create a network with other organizations

Contribute to community development and
foster the economy of Palestine

Enhance co-operation, responsibility, creativity
and voluntary work
Who is addressed?

Disadvantaged youths coming from socially
weak families

Orphans, young people living in refugee camps

Traumatized youths

Handicapped people in need of special training
for integration

A tour through all departments

Woodworks: construction work and furniture
production

Metal works: wrought-iron works

Aluminium works

Painting: decoration and car body repair

Car mechanics: maintainance and repair

Swimming pools, air conditioning

Building maintainance: electrics, installations

Office equipment, computer and computer
network administration

Design: Graphics, photography and video recordings

Food production, calculations

Sustainable gardening

Import of the Dual Training System
Long-term trainings (e.g. 2 school years) are composed
of 80% practical work and 20% theoretical lessons

Interview with a trauma counselor for the Bedouin community
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The history
In 1948 at this place in Jericho, there was a tent camp for displaced Palestinians. The hope to “live here for
a short time” did not come true, as N. Naber of the vocational training center Jericho (VTC) tells us. In
1952, the YMCA Palestine was founded in the camp and targeted on satisfying the most urgent needs of
the refugees who were stripped of their homes and their belongings. Through this iniative, the VTC came
into being, offering vocational training for men and women “to enable them to be productive members of
the Palestinian society. Citizens who are capable of sustaining themselves and support their families.”

Tour of the classrooms and workshops with Samah Shalian Naber

Sustainable gardening
An enthusiastic gardener explains the vegetable gardening project to us. Drip irrigation for vegetables and
strawberries; lettuce grown by re-using the water of a fish farm. We understand in what way a round
building is ideal for a subtropical climate, given its robust and heat-compensating characteristics.
Photos below
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Questions and Answers
Boarding school facilities?
VTC offers boarding school facilities for its students. The boarding school for female students is located in
a different place close to Jericho.
Funding?
The financial situation is precarious, we are told. The salaries and running annual expenditures are subsidized by the Ministry of Finance. For this year, the funding is secured, but this is not always the case. The
financing of the VTC is dependent on international donors.
Application?
After a phase of target-oriented advertising, the registration for the trainings opens in April. By means of a
diligent selection process a committee chooses 150 male and female students out of 300 to 400 applicants. The trainings start in September.
We ask Samah Shalian Naber: ”What do you like about your job? What is your motivation?“
She answers: ”Every one of them has a story. You will see how they build self-confidence and acquired new
skills. You have the idea and you see that you can change lives.”

Read on
https://www.ej-ymca.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=87&Itemid=139
The EJ-YMCA Vocational Training Center aspires to the development of youth that are strong physically, emotionally and spiritually
striving for economic independence and to participate in developing a democratic civil society in a free Palestine.
http://www.dominicsimpsontrust.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/Vocational-Training-centre1.mov
Dominic Simpson Trust is promoting education and capabilities for single persons and communities in the Near East with focus on
girls and young women in the Palestinian regions. The video shows interviews with young women from the VTC in Jericho.
http://www.ejw-weltdienst.de/aktuelles/news/news/bietigheimer-schueler-unterstuetzen-ausbildungsprojekt-in-jericho/
Since 2015, the vocational college in Bietigheim-Bissingen (Germany) is supporting VTC in Jericho.
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Service at the lunch buffet

the chiefs enjoy their success

a selection of regional food

Rector Hamdan

Calculating the food costs and preparing meals – these skills are taught in a training course at the VTC
The lunch buffet prepared in the teaching kitchen surprises us with a great variety of tasty meals. The
future cooks present their work. The food is a sight for sore eyes and the taste is excellent.
Later we have to say good bye to Hamdan, director of the VTC, and to Samah Naber (see picture on the
right with pastor Hauff). After the confectioners, cooks, hosts and guests have gone, the dishwashers
appear and allow us to take a photo (lower left)
dishwashers

Rector Hamdan, S. Naber and Pfr. Hauff
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EJY employees in Beit Sahour

What
is so
special
about YMCA
East Jerusalem
(EJY)?
Some Quotes

Palestinian Christians do a great job in different branches. Our policy is to raise the local income and
awareness of sustainability.
Nader Abu Amsha, Director, Rehab Program, Beit Sahour
Come and see and go and educate people.
Nidal Abu Zuluf, Manager, Joint Advocacy Initiative
We have a good outreach program. We reach 80.000 people – short time, long term, working groups,
education. The harder work is in the fields.
André Batarseh, General Secretary, East Jerusalem
During our visit, we explored the different outreach channels of EJY. We had lunch and business
meetings with board members and employees of
EJY and came together for feedback rounds in Beit
Sahour, Jericho, East Jerusalem and Ramallah.

process, according to their firm belief that every
organization wishing to be a motor of social transformation must be prepared to transform itself.
Otherwise the organization will not be able to
meet new challenges in a continuously changing
society. EJY volunteers, senior executives, employees, community representatives and international
partners came together to discuss issues of evaluation, review and organizational development.

EJY are devoted to re-building Palestine society
EJY consider themselves an active local part of the
Palestinian social movement, contributing to the re
-building of Palestine society. A society that for
decades has seen its collective and individual human rights violated and systematically destroyed.

In their work with young people, EJY have committed themselves to adhere to a catalogue of
principles and values

EJY aim at concentrating all local, regional and international efforts to build a democratic state
where transparency and (social) justice prevail.








EJY consider it their duty to be an advocate for the
concerns and needs of the Palestinian people. In
every social field, they operate closely together
with the civil society, with religious, private and
public organizations. Supporting young and marginalized people is their main target.



EJY are guided by the Christian spirit of community
based on justice, love, … peace, tolerance and nondiscrimination. These values are inseparably linked
with the right of every human being to live in dignity.

Advocacy for human rights, national legislation, social justice and democracy
Transparency and responsibility
Focus on the poor, marginalized and weak
Support of ecumenical co-operation
Justice, entrepreneurship, innovation
Equal opportunity; fighting any form of discrimination
Promotion of initiation, flexibility, cooperation, co-ordination and partnership

YMCA East Jerusalem define “Christian Mission”



EJY as a motor of social transformation
EJY initiated a comprehensive review and auditing
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as support for social visions
as development of strategies to strengthen
human dignity and social justice in this
world.

Visions for the future
guide the transformation process













Environmental changes and the
resulting challenges
Continuing review processes to
renew entrenched structures
Improve the organization’s unity
and internal democratic processes
Strengthen the national and international representation
Openness for social needs
Co-operation with the marginalized
Focus on a holistic approach to
youth development
Sustain team spirit, follow the principles of partnership, keep up collective decision-making
Encourage good communication,
transparency and coherence between all levels of the association
and the public
Enhance a professional management comprising young and female members
Keep up a flexible and effective
organizational structure, maintaining the organization’s unity and
improving their workflow and communication.

We heard and saw with great respect
In the EJY, we met committed experts,
Palestinian Christians, who are rooted in
orthodox, roman-catholic and protestant
denominations, and their Muslim brothers and sisters.
They all share the responsibility for the
wide range of EJ YMCA programs in Bethlehem, Beit Sahour, Jericho, Ramallah and
East Jerusalem: Advocacy for the Palestinian people, rehabilitation programs, educational training and development of future perspectives for handicapped and
traumatized children and teenagers, some
of whom were injured while being under
arrest.
They keep alive the hope that a life in
dignity is possible and make every effort
to make this hope come true.

YMCA East Jerusalem with hotel and a wide range of sports facilities



Exploratory meeting in 2017 in Beit Sahour



tolerance and openness towards
all religions.
love, support and charity towards
all people, especially the victims of
injustice and oppression.
transparency, practised by our
employees, our volunteers, our
management and our partners. We
work together on eye-level and
feel responsible for one another.

André Batarseh, General Secretary, Pfr. Hauff (right)



Dr. Richter, Director Nader Abu Amsha (right)

We stand for
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From
Jericho to
Ramallah

From Jericho, situated at
an altitude of -250 m, we
drive up to Ramallah, to
approx. 900 m above sea
level. The valley of the
river Jordan is all green
but up in the mountains
the landscape is scarce.
Biblical stories come to
our minds:
A certain man went
down from Jerusalem to
Jericho, and fell among
thieves, who stripped
him of his clothing,
wounded him, and departed, leaving him half
dead. In Luke 10, a good
Samaritan took care of
him.
Along the road we can
see Bedouin communities. Military checkpoints
and growing settlements
show the presence of
the army and the
settlers.

Read on
Finkelstein, Silbermann, Keine Posaunen vor Jericho - Die archäologische Wahrheit über die Bibel“, dtv, 9. Auflage 2016
http://www.spektrum.de/news/wie-entstand-israel/1389383
Wie entstand Israel? Wolfgang Zwickel (lehrt Altes Testament und Biblische Archäologie an der Evangelisch-Theologischen Fakultät der Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz) Spektrum der Wissenschaft, Januar 2016
https://derstandard.at/2000040047609/Israel-zerstoert-EU-Wohncontainer-von-Beduinen-im-Westjordanland
EU finanziert Container für Beduinen. Israel argumentiert, EU betreibt illegale Besiedlung und lässt die Bulldozer kommen. 2016
https://publikationen.uni-tuebingen.de/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10900/47885/pdf/ Dissertation_Adwan_Taleb_ Fuer_ Veroeffentlichung_UB.pdf?sequence=1
zur ersten freien Wahl in Palästina 2006 und zur Frustration im Anschluss, Adwan Taleb
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pal%C3%A4stinensische_Autonomiebeh%C3%B6rde Zur Autonomiebehörde
http://www.spiegel.de/politik/ausland/zum-tode-arafats-der-terrorist-mit-dem-nobelpreis-a-325329
Nachruf auf Arafat, November 2004
Amira Hass, Bericht aus Ramallah - Eine israelische Journalistin im Palästinensergebiet, Diederichs, 2003
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YMCA Women‘s Training Program (WTP) in Ramallah
Since 1993, WTP targets on Palestinian women encouraging them in their efforts to initiate activities
to support sustainable development in their local
communities.

Measures to improve the situation of women
1. Career counseling for different target groups:


We learn that only 17% of Palestinian women have a
job. All others work as housewives or seasonal workers in the informal sector. The access to land has
become more difficult, due to the increase of settlements, the wall and mobile border controls. The unemployment rate of men has been growing for 15
years. “It is the women who bear the burden, they
share the existential threat of imprisonment. Women
have to take over the part of the bread earner.”





WTP supports women as members of the Palestinian society who are affected by violence:






Psychological support programs and career
counseling programs for schools in the West
Bank districts
Workshops for families of female students to
enhance a positive attitude towards the students’ plan for the future
Testing of skills and proficiencies to support
young people in choosing the right career
Creating a network of career officers in the
communities, courses for school counsellors
and career officers

2. Basic and further education for women:


Empowerment
Participation in Palestinian society
Resilience (Capacity to resist and re-built,
capability to face future catastrophes)
Sustainable employment using fairtrade strategies
The main target is the promotion of women’s
rights



The WTP successfully demanded a change in the
legal regulation on ownership in case of the husband’s death because the former regulation had
been unjust. Nisreen Qawas: ”We want the women
to stay on their own land, preparing their own food
for the children, producing traditional and other food
for the market.” The WTP supports measures to improve the local situation, e.g. secure the availability
of medical treatment within the communities. This
has earned them the respect of the local authorities.
Currently the WTP focuses on the legal rights of
women contracting marriage and hope to achieve
improvements. They think that the law should be
reformed and are hopeful to convince the decisionmakers, using their network.




Home Skills, Home Economy, in rural areas:

Basic courses on diet and family
health

Environmental health

Co-operative work

Practical farming skills

Production of home-made food

Raising of livestock
The trainings can be combined freely, 50% of
the women complete the entire program.
Skills in management and marketing
Microcredit programs for small enterprises

Funding
WTP has about 10 employees on the payroll, four of
them are running the office in Ramallah. The financial resources are scarce, the future insecure. WTP
receives funding by the EU, Christian Aid (UK) and
other entities.
When it is time to leave, we say an affectionate
goodbye.
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Olive Tree-Campaign
launched by Joint
Advocacy Initiative

Land theft through settlements

The olive tree is like my child

Ibrahim Hannouneh talks about the way Israel is
depriving him of his land through road and wall
building and militant settling policy:
90% of the wall lie within the occupied Palestinian
territory and cut off 47% of his land.
In the West Bank, Israeli settlements that are illegal
by international law have been built on the private
property of Palestinians.

Ibrahim cites an olive farmer: ”The Olive tree is like
my child. Losing it is like losing one of my children.”
Olive trees are a symbol of resistance, like their
owners they are deeply rooted in the land. Olive
trees are also the main source of income of many
farming families. They symbolize their heritage,
their culture and their religious values.
Destruction of olive trees by the army

In December 2015, more than 800.000 Israeli
settlers were living in over 270 Israeli colonies on
Palestinian territory (West Bank, incl. East Jerusalem, source: B`Tselem).

This is why both the military forces and the settlers
concentrate their attacks on the olive trees as symbol of Palestinian life. They impede access to the
fields, destroy the cisterns necessary to irrigate
young trees, cut down olive trees and entire plantations, intimidate olive farmers by violence or the
menace thereof.

„Bypass-Roads“, i.e. an alternative network of
roads, connect these settlements with each other
and with the territory of the Israeli state. The road
building activities confiscate and set apart Palestinian territory and divide Palestinian communities.

Since 2003, 140.000 olive trees have been planted

We need international advocacy

With the help of partners in Denmark, Norway, the
Netherlands, USA, UK and Japan, JAI launched a
tree planting campaign, selecting 130-170 of the
most endangered fields each year. For these
planting or harvesting activities, JAI receives hundreds of applications. Since the campaign was
launched in 2003, 140.000 olive trees have been
planted.

The JAI press spokesman informs us about the violent acts of Israeli settlers towards Palestinian
farmers: The harvest is stolen, the trees are uprooted or burnt, waste water is channeled to Palestinian fields, Palestinian property is destroyed.
Settlers prevent farmers and Palestinian landowners and their families from reaching their fields.
They throw stones at the farmers and their families
and even beat them up. They use guns. Hannouneh
appeals to us to “Come and see, we need hope. We
need international advocacy.”

Later the JAI’s agricultural guide, Muhannad AlQaisy, informs us where and when our own tree
planting activity will take place the following day.
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We need support!
We need the voices from Germany!
Pfr. Hauff, Ibrahim Hannouneh

Guidelines for Christian conduct

The churches should be more prophetic

Nidal Abu Zuluf, JAI manager and co-author of the
Kairos documents of 2009 explains that love,
peace and freedom are signposts for a Christian
way of acting. He informs us that 1% of the Palestinian population is Christian. They are responsible for 49% of NGO-based social programs, i.e.
health programs and educational and environmental programs. A lot of Palestinian politicians
are of Christian belief.

Nidal claims that the churches should be more
prophetic and give justice a voice that will be
heard and will gain strength and influence. “We
support equality and justice wherever people are
ready to listen to us”. Nidal says that they depend
on solidarity. Palestinian Christians are supported
by churches from Canada and Scandinavia, by
catholic and protestant relief organizations, by
local churches in the UK, by Protestants, Methodists, Quakers and others.

Against theological ignorance
The Kairos documents
Nidal criticizes: „We are suffering under the presupposition that the government is doing God’s
will on earth“. Religion is used to fool people.
“God wants all human beings to live a dignified
life. We need to fight against this theology of ignorance.” According to Nidal Zionism is abusing
the Jewish religion to justify its colonialism.

According to Nidal Abu Zuluf the authors of the
Kairos documents saw the need for a prophetic
intervention, “or else there won’t be any Christians left in Palestine”.
Coming from the Christian Palestinians, the document demands the end of the occupation and
looks for a just peace in Palestine and Israel.
Christians all over the world are asked to fight
injustice and work for a just peace.

Jewish religion held in high esteem
Nidal declares that he holds the Jewish religion in
high esteem. But he is adamant in his conviction
that nationalism has nothing to do with religion.
He counteracts the reproach of being anti-Semitic
by citing a good friend coming from a Jewish
background: Mark Bravermann, founder of Kairos
USA. Bravermann states that no matter what Israel is saying, it is not anti-Semitic to criticize Zionism.

We need the voices from Germany
We need the voices from Germany to support
international law in Palestine. We need the voice
of the German government, of the German
churches. “Local movements are initiated by local
people. We must make a change, especially in
Germany “We need to make a global change. Yes,
we can!”
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A Challenge and
Controversy:
The BDS campaign

The BDS campaign raises a controversy among
the travel group

The water problem
According to UN data of 2014, in the Jordan valley
alone 9000 Israeli settlers were farming both for
the home and the export market. High water consumption for agriculture is a burden to the water
household, not only in the valley of Jordan. The
increase in settlements and the intensive agricultural use of the region by the Israelis call for more
water than is available. For this reason the water
supply of the Palestinian population is cut down.
What is more, Palestinian farmers are forbidden
to collect rain water and any barrels used for this
purpose are destroyed by the Israelis. Since the
Bedouins and their nomadic way of living are continually under threat, many wells have been destroyed or are not accessible for the Bedouins any
more. Instead, they have to buy water from the
Israelis at high cost. We have been told that
sometimes they even receive waste water instead
of drinking water.

The German post-war generation has sharpened
its political awareness due to being confronted
with the aftermaths of the Holocaust and the Nazi
regime. This goes also for the members of the
Heiningen travel group. They, too, took an interest in the Auschwitz trials and read the exile and
post-war literature.
And some of them remember their mother and
grandmother who, as pastor’s wive and link of the
Württemberg “rectory chain” risked her life to
save Jews during the Nazi dictatorship.
Due to historical responsibility solidarity with
Israel is taken seriously
Some members of the travel group remind us of
the Nazi-slogan „Don’t buy Jewish“ and the devastating consequences of the Nazi racial policy for
the German and European Jews and other victims.

BDS campaign: boycotts, divestments and sanctions for human rights violations in Israel

They are sceptical towards the campaign, although they criticize the violence of the occupying
power, the settlement policy and the racism of
the Israeli state towards the Arab population.

Visitors from South Africa came to the conclusion
that the situation of the Palestinians was worse
than that of the blacks during the apartheid. The
campaign “don’t buy the fruit of apartheid”
served as an example. Nidal explains the objectives and strategies of the BDS campaign. The
Palestinian civil society calls for boycotts, divestments and sanctions against Israel until “Israel
adheres to international law and respects the
universal principles of human rights.” The fierce
reaction of the Israeli administration shows that
the campaign has hit the mark.

Support for the BDS human rights campaign for
Palestinian families
Other travel group members feel an obligation to
support the peace and solidarity efforts of the
Israeli, Palestinian and other human rights activists precisely because of the cruelties of the Third
Reich. They find it unjust that “Palestinian families
have to pay the price for the crimes committed by
the Nazis against the Jewish population in Europe”.

Labelling requirements in the EU
On 25 February 2010 the European Court of Justice ruled that goods which are produced in the
territories occupied by Israel (e.g. Soda-Club by
Mishor Adumim, West Bank) are not considered
Israeli products and are therefore not tax exempt.
In November 2015 the EU decided that goods
produced in Israeli settlements in the West Bank
had to be labelled as such.

When shopping groceries they will check the certificate of origin when buying Mediterranean products like avocados, basil, rosmary, thyme, rocket, dates, grapes , oranges or lemons. If the product was grown by an Israeli settlement they prefer not to buy it.
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Nidal Abu Zuluf, JAI Manager

Share information
and raise awareness
What can we do as members of a parish situated
in southwest Germany
“The most important thing for you is to share information and to raise awareness!
Nidal Abu Zuluf, manager of JAI proves to be a
good campaigner and gives practical advice:


Donate an olive tree and encourage others
to do so.



Support the Olive Tree Campaign. Host
sponsoring events.



Make the Kairos document on Palestine
more visible. Discuss it with your friends
and spouses, in your parish, within the
Protestant Church of Württemberg.



Initiate activities and events to increase
the visibility of the BDS campaign.







Distribute the annual program of JAI and
encourage young people to join the
„Journey for Justice“ and to participate in
the olive harvest program and the tree
planting program of JAI.



Look out for human rights organizations
and Palestine solidarity groups in your
country and support their activities.



The local and national organizations for
Palestine can then present themselves as
unity speaking with a stronger voice.

Write letters to bishops, to Church boards
and Church representatives, to members
of parliament or to the government. (Mrs.
Merkel makes fine speeches but nothing
has changed, Pope Francis does the same
but also to no avail). Call upon your addressees to re-think their position with
regard to Palestine and Israel or to donate
an olive tree. Encourage them to travel to
Palestine, experience the occupation and
see for themselves.



Organize or participate in a public demonstration, a rally or similar events on the
occasion of the Palestinian Land Day,
which is celebrated on March 30. Another
opportunity would be November 29, the
International Day of Solidarity with the
Palestinian People.



Raise awareness for the situation in Palestine.



Pray for peace through justice in Palestine.

Organize a trip to Palestine and invite others to come with you.



Launch an exchange or hands-on program
with JAI. Organize trainings in solidarity
work for committed multipliers.
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Read on

Excursion to Bethlehem

www.jai-pal.org Joint Advocacy Initiative, JAI
http://www.jai-pal.org/de/ Deutsche Website der JAI
http://www.jai-pal.org/de/kampagnen/internationalekampagnen/bds-kampagne
Kampagne: Boykotte, Desinvestitionen und
Sanktionen (BDS) gegen Israel.
https://www.btselem.org/
download/2009_settlements_maps_eng.pdf
Karten zu Wachstum, Größe, Bevölkerung sowie
palästinensischen Landbesitz in Siedlungen im
Westjordanland. (2010)
http://www.kairospalestine.ps/sites/default/files/
German.pdf Kairos Dokument 2009, deutsch
https://emsonline.org/fileadmin/_migrated/
content_uploads/SM_2011-3-deutsch_web.pdf
Katja Dorothea Buck, „Aus der Mitte des Leidens“, Schneller Magazin, 3/2011
http://kairoseuropa.de/kairos-palaestinasolidaritaetsnetz/
Deutsches KAIROS Palästina-Solidaritätsnetz
unter dem Dach des ökumenischen Netzwerkes
Kairos Europa e.V. /2012.

The Church of the Nativity is the oldest continually worshipped
church in the Holy Land. In 2012 the church became World Heritage
Site and is also on UNESCO’s list of World Heritage in Danger. The
highlight of the visit is the grotto where a stone in a silver star marks
the place where Christ was born. We can feel his presence outside
in the stony highlands of the West Bank but not inside here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=i75PHt7hxrs&feature=youtu.be
Gideon Levy, 50 Jahre israelische Besatzung Wir dürfen nicht schweigen. Berlin 2017
https://www.stuttgarter-zeitung.de/inhalt.interview-mitrolf-verleger-in-israel-gibt-es-eine-kultur-deshasses.57c6125c-ba8b-4a56-b25b6d1771763317.html
Psychologie-Professor Rolf Verleger, ehedem
Direktoriumsmitglied im Zentralrat der Juden:
„Wenn ich das schreiende Unrecht sehe, das
Israel den Palästinensern antut, den Landraub,
unverhältnismäßige Offensiven in Gaza – dann
erscheinen Rechtfertigungsgründe und Klagen
über angeblichen Antisemitismus nur vorgeschoben.“ 22.07.14
http://bds-kampagne.de/
BDS-Kampagne informiert
http://www.juedische-stimme.de/uber-uns/
„Nicht in unserem Namen! Jüdische Stimme für
gerechten Frieden in Nahost” handelt auf der
Grundlage der Gründungserklärung der
“EUROPEAN JEWS FOR A JUST
PEACE” (EJJP), 2002 in Amsterdam von 18
jüdischen Organisationen aus 9 europäischen
Ländern verabschiedet.

The Church of the Nativity hosts Armenian, Orthodox and Catholic
places of worship. It would be worthwhile to think about worshipping
in oecumenical unity. St. Jerome is said to have translated the Vulgata in one of the grottos. We are shown his cisterne. In the courtyard between Church of the Nativity and St. Cathrine’s Church his
statue rises majestically into the clear blue sky.

http://www.palestineposterproject.org/
unzensierte Poster Sammlung (12.000 Grafiken
von 1898-2018) zum Thema „Palästina“ in allen
denkbaren Zusammenhängen, u.a. Aggression,
Besatzung, Boykott, Freiheit, Frieden, Gewalt,
Gegengewalt, Landraub, Menschenrechte, Mobilisierung, Solidarität, Vergeltung, Tourismus …
Wiltrud Rösch-Metzler
Ohne Wasser. Ohne Land. Ohne Recht.
An der Seite der Palästinenser:
die israelische Rechtsanwältin Lynda Brayer,
Schwabenverlag, 1997
Abraham Melzer
Die Antisemiten Macher Wie die neue Rechte Kritik an der Politik Israels
verhindert, Westend, 2017

After the visit we enjoy strolling through the town. We organize
some loose change and find postcards, strawberries, saffron,
z’atar and a ceramic mug to avoid the omni-present plastic
cups. At the bus stop the wind is chilly and we get cold.
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JAI campaign: olive tree planting

The tree-planting activity is organized by the Joint Advocacy Initiative (JAI). On our way we have to pass
a checkpoint, find a back way between the settlements and then approach “our” field, driving slowly due
to soft ground. We are looking forward to doing field work together, despite the border and settlement
scenarios. However, they give way to an intensive exchange about everyday life, inherited ground and
the future of children and grandchildren.

Driving up a short hill we reach our destination. Alaa (on the right) is the farmer who owns the truck. He
helps JAI to select endangered fields and prepare them for planting. After we have been introduced to the
farming family owning the field, Muhannad Al Qaisy, olive tree campaign officer, explains us our tasks
(meanwhile we are sipping the second mug of cardamom coffee). Muhannad, who lives in a refugee
camp, is the contact person for both the farmers and sponsors and is in charge of selecting the fields.

The olive tree seedlings are about two years old and ap. 40 cm high. Without needing much irrigation they
will bear fruit after 3-4 years. We use a pickax to make the tree hole. Then the black foil around the seedling’s rootball is removed and the seedling is put in the hole. A stick is placed into the rootball, the tree hole
is filled and the earth is treaded down. To prevent damage by game browsing a protective cover is put over
stick and seedling. Thanks to the fact that we are familiar with field work we make good progress.
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We leave behind a sign saying „Evangelisches Jugendwerk in Württemberg, Februar 2018“. This is not
quite true, because we are olive tree planters from Heiningen but we are close to the youth foundation of
the Church of Württemberg. The signpost at the field boundary gives the name of the “tree godfathers”
and serves to protect the plantation from vandalism by settlers and soldiers. Experience has shown that
hardly any of the trees planted by the olive tree campaign are attacked.

The photo below shows the travel group from Heiningen with Palestinian farmers after the planting activity. On the horizon you can see a new settlement under construction. The farmers tell us about the procedure: A piece of land is fenced off, the owners are threatened with physical assault and death (and these
are not idle threats) and the flag is flown. Then there are caravans, containers and in the end beautifully
and fully equipped condominiums for settlers-to-be. These are drawn to the West Bank because there
they can afford housing and a lifestyle they could otherwise never reach.

“They have offices in several countries. They go beside the theological path“. The religious imprint is part
of the deal. The settlers‘ wish for an orthodox church is discussed. The Palestinian field owners form
groups to go and work their fields due to violent attacks. Mostly they choose a Friday. After the olive seedlings have been planted a neighbor asks us to help him collect the brushwood in his vineyard. We are in!
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Non Violent Way to Peace

As the thoughts begin to flow the parable of the workers in the vineyard comes to mind. It speaks of
God’s mercy and the solidarity of man, both of which are important in YMCA’s work. And the olive tree
campaign makes us a part of it, too, especially when working in a vineyard. The vineyard, where we are
collecting the brushwood, and the three adjoining plots were handed down to the present owner from
his grandfather. He would never give them up out of his own free will.

The winegrower uses our company to get some work done. Working alone would be dangerous. What is
more, he is burdened by his job, he tells us. As director of education in Bethlehem he is in charge of 135
public, 41 private and 8 UN-schools: “60,000 students who are part of the 226,000 inhabitants of Bethlehem. He is convinced that Allah let evil be followed by good: 100 years Balfour, 70 years Israel and now
Trump. It cannot get any worse. It is time for a change, for peace for the country and its people.

Then it is time for lunch. We are served bread, chicken, vegetable and stuffed vine leaves. Somebody has put a lot
of work into preparing this meal. We enjoy the food in a thoughtful mood, linked together by this morning’s experiences. We give chocolate to the children as a farewell present. How are they going to survive this disaster?
When will they live in a state governed by the rule of law? What kind of future will they be able to create for
themselves and their communities? Anybody defending or accepting injustice is betraying these children.
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We work in fields that are endangered by the Israeli settlements of the Gush Etzion bloc

Background: the settlement bloc Gush Etzion
In the early 20th century Jewish settlements in the area of Gush Etzion had to be given up after Arab
attacks. From 1943 onwards new kibbutz settlements were established. However, after the UN partition
plan for Palestine came into being in 1947, the area belonged to the part which was destined for the future Arab state. Between January and May 1948 a military confrontation was fought out in the Etzion
bloc. Women and children were evacuated in due time. Israeli fighters who became prisoners were killed
by soldiers of the Arab Legion and members of local militias. Settlers were arrested, their houses sacked
and burnt. There is sufficient evidence that both Arab and Zionist combat troops committed massacres
during the first Palestinian war. In 1967 the area of what is today Gush Etzion was settled by Israeli colonists, some of them supposedly descendants of the former kibbutz-members. According to “Peace Now”
23.86% of the land on which the settlements of the Gush Etzion bloc were built is private Palestinian
property. Even from the point of view of the Israeli legal interpretation building activities on such plots
are not permitted. (Source: Wikipedia)

Read on
http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/538d8b234.pdf
“State Land” declaration in the GUSH ETZION Settlement area (Bethlehem),
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) Quelle: refworld.org
https://interactive.aljazeera.com/aje/2017/50-years-illegal-settlements/index.html
Der arabische Sender Aljazeera erklärt 50 Jahre Landraub „Israel's settlements: 50 years of land theft“. Vor 50 Jahren
verabschiedete der UN-Sicherheitsrat die Resolution 242. Sie gilt als Rahmen für die Umsetzung der Zwei-StaatenLösung des palästinensisch-israelischen Konflikts. Seit 1967 habe Israel die Resolution verletzt und die Besatzung der
palästinensischen Gebiete durch illegale Siedlungen festgeschrieben.
http://www.attac-netzwerk.de/ag-globalisierung-und-krieg/laender/palaestina/landraub/
Attac sammelt Stimmen zu Landraub und zu anderen Themen wie Areas, Sicherheit, Pufferzonen, Outposts, Siedlungen,
Widerstand, Wahl von Trump, Jerusalemfrage sowie Artikel, Leserbriefe, Stellungnahmen beispielsweise über antisemitische Klischees und jene, die sie anwenden, und relevante UN Dokumente zu Palästina/Israel
http://www.eappi-netzwerk.de/uber-eappi/
http://www.eappi-netzwerk.de/umgeben-von-siedlungen/
Das Ökumenische Begleitprogramm in Palästina und Israel (Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme in Palestine and
Israel, EAPPI) unterstützt lokale und internationale Anstrengungen, die israelische Besatzung zu beenden und zu einer
Lösung des israelisch-palästinensischen Konflikts durch einen gerechten Frieden beizutragen. Auf Völkerrecht und die
UN-Resolutionen gestützt, begleitet EAPPI Palästinenser und Israelis bei gewaltlosen Aktionen und gemeinsamen Anstrengungen zur Beendigung der Besatzung: Schutz durch gewaltlose Anwesenheit, z.B. Besuch in Shoshahla (5 km
südlich von Bethlehem) im März 2018 u.a. Beispiele aus der Arbeit von EAPPI Begleitpersonen.
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The Wall
“They had the idea, ‘God’s own country’
that is the land of the Jews, nobody else’s.
And then they built the fences and the wall.
Every day we are used to see the wall, the
checkpoints and we have to reflect and to
discuss the way to peace. Non-violence!
Even with our children.
We find out that nobody sees a future for
the present status quo. And yes, it is a great
effort to have these dinner-table discussions
with the kids again and again: about the
hope for peace and the non-violent way to
get there.
Separation barrier’s route
As of June 2012: pink: under construction,
white: planned, green: frontier line after
armistice agreement of 1949.
https://www.btselem.org/

Picture credits: We would like to thank B’tselem:
On March 28, 2018 B’Tselem replies to our request:
Thank you for your email and for your willingness to
see the reality on the ground under occupation with
your own eyes. You’re welcome to use B’Tselem
maps, material, etc. provided you use them in a way
that is in line with universal human rights norms, and
do not distort them, etc. please credit us, and note that
your publication is independent of B’Tselem. We don’t
have specific language, but any sort of credit that explains that it’s not a B’Tselem publication is fine with
us. Good luck with your project!

Read on
https://www.btselem.org/
Die israelische Menschenrechtsorganisation B'Tselem „dokumentiert und veröffentlicht Menschenrechtsverletzungen
und entlarvt damit die Ungerechtigkeit, Gewalt und Enteignung, die im Kern des Besatzungsregimes liege, und fordert
das Ende der Besatzung.“
https://www.btselem.org/publications/summaries/201007_by_hook_and_by_crook
Some half a million Israelis are now living over the Green Line: more than 300,000 in 121 settlements and about one hundred outposts, which control 42 percent of the land area of the West Bank, and the rest in twelve neighborhoods that Israel
established on land it annexed to the Jerusalem Municipality. The report analyzes the means employed by Israel to gain
control of land for building the settlements. (2010)
https://www.aljazeera.com/ programmes/general/ 2007/11/200852518465249175.html
Film von Aljazeera (ca. 25 min.) Titel: “Walls of Shame: West Bank Separation Wall, A look at one of the most controversial walls in the world today”:
https://www.btselem.org/campaignlist/area_c_facts
Infografiken zu „AREA C FACTS“: Wassermangel, Hauszerstörungen, Vertreibung und Landraub
http://icahd.de/aktivitaten/lobby-arbeit/lobbying-gegen-hauszerstorungen
“Israeli Committee Against House Demolitions” informiert: Seit 1967 haben israelische Behörden
25.000 palästinensische Häuser in Jerusalem, der West Bank und Gaza zerstört,
wodurch 160.000 Palästinenser obdachlos wurden. Von diesen waren 95% nicht ‘sicherheitsrelevant’.
Ein Grund für die Zerstörung von Häusern war und ist der Mauerbau.
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View on the Bypass
Our tour of the separation barrier starts with a view on Hebron Road, the Palestinian neighborhoods and the
Israeli settlements situated on the hills. We see walls and fences forming the separation barrier. Ibrahim teaches
us to distinguish the settlements at first sight: In Palestinian settlements water supply is often scarce. Therefore
the houses have black cisterns on the roof. Israeli settlements do not have a water problem

West Bank Separation Wall
Our guide explains that the separation wall is monitored by thousands of cameras. It is dangerous to take
part in demonstrations. Tear gas, water guns and live ammunitions are frequently used. People get arrested. Four of our guide’s friends have lost their lives. The wall intimidates, it fuels aggression and drives
away families and tourists. The wall takes away the ideas of liberty and free movement. It denies access
to work and income, transforms lively streets and centers into marginalized quarters. The wall steals land,
separates villages and tears apart neighborhoods. Even a Muslim graveyard is not spared and can be visited only twice a year.

The wall represents the ugly face of occupation
The wall represents the ugly face of occupation, says Ibrahim. “In general we do not want to see it painted. We want the wall to show its ugly face”. It is the visitors from abroad that spray graffiti. For Palestinians it would mean risking their lives. When caught, they could be shot.
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Aida Refugee Camp
in Bethlehem

Hope for return

5000 refugees on 0.71 sq km

The 12 m high entrance gate to the Aida refugee
camp is decorated by the “Key of Return”. When the
Palestinians they had to flee, many carried the key to
their houses in their pockets as a token that they
would come back after a short while. However, they
have been denied the right to return until today.
“We keep the keys because one day we will go back
home”. The key on top of the gate bears the words
“not for sale”.

In 1950, 1125 refugees from the villages west of
Jerusalem and Hebron found shelter in the camp.
They lived in 94 tents. In February 2018 there are still
around 5000 refugees in the camp, on an area of
0.71 sq km. As a consequence, the camp suffers
from severe overcrowding. The only way to create
additional housing is building upwards. However, the
foundations were not designed for multi-storey
buildings. In the entire camp there are only four
bathrooms. The occupying power controls / rations
energy supply as well as 83% of the water supplies.

AIDA refugee camp
The refugee camp was established in 1950 on a plot
that was leased to the UNRWA United Nations Relief
and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees, by the
government of Jordan. It is situated 2 km east of the
historic center of Bethlehem and 1 km of Beit Jala,
between the Israeli settlements of Har Homa and
Gilo – both of which are illegal according to international law. The camp also borders on the West Bank
separation barrier.

Experiencing violence and helplessness
The Oslo Agreement placed most of the camp under
Palestinian control (zone A) but the main road alongside the separation wall is controlled by the Israeli
(zone C). This puts a severe strain on the living conditions of the inhabitants and makes it the most dangerous spot of the Bethlehem area. During our tour
of the camp we were told of traumatizing attacks,
retaliatory acts and more. The bullet holes in the
UNRWA school building left us speechless. The soldiers in the neighborhood are patrolling at daytime.
And almost every other night the armed soldiers
come visiting with their harsh commands, spotlights,
tear gas, gunfire and vicious dogs!

In 1948, when the state of Israel was founded, thousands of Palestinians were displaced of their land
and forced to leave their houses. Many of them ended up in refugee camps. The displacement is commemorated as “Nakba” (= catastrophe).
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Military training zone: refugee camp, adjacent
graveyard and children’s playground

Children living in the Aida refugee camp receive
trauma therapy by YMCA counsellors

The soldiers leave behind broken front doors,
bruised and desperate mothers, crying children
and sometimes death. Arrested six-year-olds
would come back the following day, completely
distraught. Some of them show bite marks. Male
teenagers and fathers are kept under arrest for
longer periods.

Some member of our travel group commented
that the refugee camp and the adjacent graveyard
were apparently used as a military training zone to
brutalize the Israeli recruits. Many of the distraught children seeking (and finding) relief in
trauma therapies offered by YMCA East Jerusalem
live in refugee camps similar to AIDA.

We were shown staggering evidence.
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High unemployment rate

Aida youth center

Within the camp many of the working men are
qualified builders who depend on the Israeli labour market. When the restrictions to obtain a
work permit were tightened after the second intifada in 2000, it got increasingly difficult for them
to find a job. With the separation barrier in place,
they could neither access the Israeli labour market nor could they find work within the weak Palestinian economy. As a result the unemployment
level increased to a staggering 43%. 39% of the
camp’s residents live on less than 2 USD per day,
which is only slightly above the USD 1.90 poverty
line drawn by the World Bank.

The Aida youth center was founded in 1968, focusing on the needs of the young people but also
serving the local community. Today more than
60% of the camp’s residents are under 15 years
old. The Aida Youth Center has faced many obstacles and difficulties throughout its history. In
1998, the centre was closed for five years because
Israeli tanks demolished the property, and also
destroyed the youth center. The re-opening took
place in 2004, after the Catholic Relief Services
(CRS, a pro-life organization of the US conference
of Catholic bishops) provided the funding to rebuild the center’s ground floor with the refugees’
active and voluntary participation. The Arab Fund
for Development donated the means to construct
the first and second floor.

A women’s network
„Together we are stronger and have the power to
improve our living conditions and those of our
children.” A group of mothers with disabled children have chosen these words as their motto.
Together with two volunteers working in the Aida
camp they founded the mothers’ club in 2010.
The women meet once a week to discuss their
problems and to share encouragement and support. Their topics range from coping with social
exclusion to the production of goods and forms of
cooperative consumption.

Getting to know one’s own history
The center aims at improving the living conditions
of the camp’s residents. There is a great variety of
activities: music, folkloric dances, sports and leisure activities, summer camps and health programs.
The coordinators emphasize the need to familiarize the young people with their own history.
One of the most recent projects is the Key of return which was shipped from the Aida refugee
camp by heavy goods transport to the 7th Berlin
Biennale.

Quellen: Infoveranstaltung und geführter Rundgang vor Ort

https://www.aidacenter.org/
https://www.unrwa.org/where-we-work/west-bank/aida-camp https://noorweg.wordpress.com/aida-camp/
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Mona Zaghrout-Hodali has been working in EJY as acounsellor for 27 years. “I practically grew up in EJY (East Jerusalem YMCA)
and then took up psychology as a career. When EJY started to offer psychological counselling for traumatized youth and adults I
had no doubts: This was my vocation.”

The YMCA’s Psychological Counselling Program
for Traumatized Young Ex-Detainees and Bedouins
Restoring hope

Finding a „safe place“

The program targets on physically disabled persons and people who suffered from politically
motivated violence:

Bedouins who had suffered attacks

People whose bones were broken deliberately by IDF-soldiers (Israel Defense Force,
Israeli armed forces) under the broken
bones policy, a directive in existence under
defence minister Rabin.

Child and teenage ex-detainees who
suffered changes in their personality or
physical injuries.

and their families, mostly their mothers.
„Families need support in dealing with physically
disabled family members or relations that have
suffered arrest“, says the therapist. The experience of being arrested, abused and exposed to
arbitrariness have a severe effect on the exdetainees. For families it is hard to accept the
needs, the handicaps or the traumatic changes in
their children and teenagers. The families have
difficulties in focusing on treatment and rehab
processes or supporting their kids accordingly.

Mona Zaghrout-Hodali describes that she sees the
majority of her patients in groups. Most people
possess the capacity to free themselves of negative experiences. The therapist tells us that
strengthening the self-healing forces often constitutes the decisive momentum to initiate a healing
process.
However, if, so to say, the mental wound is not
clear cut, group sessions are not adequate to
cope with the trauma.
This can be the case if children e.g. saw how their
father was murdered, how their mother was injured, how their brother got arrested. Then these
experiences are stamped into the brain’s circuitry
causing a mental block which disables the children to think, learn and feel or develop a future.
In these cases individual therapy sessions are necessary.
The traumatic experiences are taken into focus
and an attempt is made to transform non-verbal
forms of expression into words. Gently, positive
emotions are brought to light again. EMDR (Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing) can
be a successful treatment for many people to
help them recover from traumatic stress in a relatively short period of time.

EJY offers trauma therapy and rehab programs to
increase resilience. It offers education and vocational training under the motto “restoring hope”.
The success can be measured by being aware of
the patients’ progress: We see how they come
and how they go. “EJY also became involved in
coordinating aid from both NGOs and GOs. We
became an address. After attacks by armed forces
or settlers we receive emergency calls: “They
have damaged a house, the children are screaming. We don’t know what to do.” If we receive
such a call we will go there immediately to provide psychological first aid.

An important aspect of EMDR-therapy is the creation of a so-called „safe place” to build up resilience. In the patient’s imagination this safe place
is linked with positive emotions like security and
feelings of joy and happiness. Mona tells us about
a seven-year-old whose father bought him a new
pair of boots two years ago. “These boots became
a safe place for the boy”.
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Reprocessing and anchoring positive emotions and physical sensations by right-left stimulation caused by means of rapid eye
movement. Traumatized children learn the so-called butterfly-hug as a means to cope with their fears.

Understanding normal reactions
to abnormal situations

Young ex-detainees skip a chapter
of their childhood

„We work with the mothers because it is them
who are closest to their children”. The mothers
are taught to feel with their children and to understand their reactions. Crying, nightmares,
wetting the bed, sleep disorders, refusals to e.g.
eat, talk, go to school, play football.

Children and teenagers who have been under
arrest get traumatized. Their families cannot
reach them any more: “This is not our child”. The
ex-detainees refuse to eat and talk. They sleep
during the day and stay awake at night. They do
not want to attend school. Following the saying
“prison is only for men” the young ex-detainees
skipped a chapter of their childhood. They do not
attend school or play football. EJY gets in touch
with teachers and school management to discuss
their post-traumatic deficits like concentration
disorders and behavioral problems. The aim is to
get the kids back into school. Individual classes
and external exams enable the students to come
back into their old course and re-integrate. If
young people do not want to go to school any
more EJY will offer them a place in a vocational
training program

It is essential that the mothers understand this
behavior as a normal reaction to an abnormal
situation. The mothers have to learn to take appropriate measures. Statements such as "men
don’t cry“ are detrimental to the healing process.
Traumas caused by very severe incidents
Mothers and children need help after living
through very severe incidents.
"They come after midnight with camouflage, pick
the children out of bed (no changing of clothes).
When a mother wants to defend her child, they
will hit her or arrest the father. The child is picked
up.“

We saw that we lost him but now he is back
Mora sums up: „ I realize that we make a difference. Families say: 'we saw that we lost him, now
he is back.' We are capable of strengthening families’ resilience. We can make children strong to
cope with being exposed to other incidents. They
will not suffer a breakdown then. And whenever
there is an incident people will continue to call us
– and we will be there.

Older brothers and fathers are kept under arrest
for longer periods. Mothers are not given permission to see their children for three or six months,
sometimes even longer.

Read on
http://palaestina-solidaritaet.de/2018/04/18/am-tag-des-palaestinensischen-gefangenen-wird-der-boykott-fortgefuehrt/
Am 1. März 2018 befanden sich 6050 palästinensische politische Gefangene in israelischen Gefängnissen, davon 427 Verwaltungshäftlinge, 356 Kinder, 62 weibliche Gefangene und 7 Mitglieder des Palästinensischen Legislativrates.
https://www.haaretz.com/1.4880391
Broken Bones and Broken Hopes…, November 2005
https://www.kopi-online.de/wordpress/?p=1849
Wie war 2014 für palästinensische Kinder? Deutscher Koordinationskreis Palästina Israel
http://www.psy-tcc-mougins.fr/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/EMDR-enfants.pdf
Building resilience and Dismantling Fear: EMDR Group Protocol With Children in an Area of Ongoing Trauma
Felicia Langer, Bis zum letzten Atemzug, COSMIGS, 2017
Michael Richter, Fluchtpunkt Europa, unsere humanitäre Verantwortung, Edition Körber-Stiftung, 2015, S. 188 ff, Erfahrungen
in der Traumaarbeit mit jugendlichen Geflüchteten in Deutschland
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them and we cooperate with the UN who used to
take us to them. Sometimes, our counsellors visit
them on a donkey. Mora quotes a Bedouin family:
“Thank you so much. You saved my daughter from
Jacob. She had nightmares, night by night. Because
every day, settler Jacob was coming along with his
dog, inciting the dog to cause panic among the
children (by throwing a piece of wood amidst the
children's group). He told them you can't stay here
every day. The little girl cried at night: "Jacob is
here, … is here, … is here …"

Answers to our questions:
Second arresting?
Second arrestings are frequent, once in prison,
they have your name. They will arrest you without
reason again and again, you are stigmatized.
Working on site?
We are networking with lots of organizations, we
have dedicated community workers and counselors
in all districts. They work with several patients per
day. It takes a lot of time to reach the people. We
face more and more difficulties because of closed
areas and closed gates. This consumes a lot of time
and energy.

Why are they doing these things?
Why are they doing these things? I asked myself
this question because they, too, are human beings.
I really can't find an answer. Perhaps they are
brainwashed. All they are doing here will come
back on them in the future.

Practising Supervision?
In every area, we have a supervisor plan with a
detailed tool system to assess the treatment of the
children. We don't do any work without supervisor.
It's not easy to work in an area of which you are a
part. We do stress management and retreats (two
or three days in a hotel). Special exercises provide
more energy: bad energy out and good energy in.
We have different programs for all employees to
prevent burnouts.

Our exchange with Mona was the last one in our
series of talks at the YMCA East Jerusalem
We had asked to meet her because we wanted to
find out if and how trauma therapy can be successful in a climate of ongoing human rights violations.
We were deeply upset about the reports of children who “experienced the trauma of devastation” (Felicia Langer). We were impressed by the
loving care, the power and the stamina of Mona
and her collegues in the YMCA East Jerusalem. All
this is additional motivation for us in our commitment to achieve a just peace in Palestine and Israel

Bedouin community?
Bedouin communities face aggressive attacks by
the occupying force. They are stressed by evacuation and by settlers’ violence. It's difficult to reach

Read on
https://www.amnesty.de/jahresbericht/2017/palaestina
Amnesty Report: Palästinensische Autonomiegebiete, 2017
https://www.amnesty.de/jahresbericht/2017/israel-und-besetzte-palaestinensische-gebiete
Amnesty Report: Israel und besetzte palästinensische Gebiete 2017
http://blog.berlinbiennale.de/en/projects/key-of-return-probably-the-biggest-key-in-the-world-19705
Zur 7. Berlin Biennale 2012 reiste der „Key of Return“ nach Deutschland, um die Frage der Rückkehr der Flüchtlinge in
den Vordergrund zu stellen und Zukunftsperspektiven zu thematisieren. Workshops mit palästinensischen Jugendlichen
in Berlin und dem Aida Camp diskutieren Fragen von Heimat, Erinnerung und zeitgenössischer Identität.
https://www.unrwa.org/where-we-work/west-bank/aida-camp https://www.unrwa.org/userfiles/file/publications/de/
Overview_mar2012.pdf
2012 hatten rund 5 Millionen Palästinaflüchtlinge im Nahen Osten Anspruch auf UNRWA Dienstleistungen, davon
750.000 in 19 palästinensischen Flüchtlingslagern in der West Bank. UNRWA Leistungen umfassen Bildung und Ausbildung, allgemeine, fachärztliche und vorbeugende medizinische Leistungen für jeden Lebensabschnitt; sozialen
Schutz, Versorgung mit Grundnahrungsmitteln, finanzielle Unterstützung, Nothilfe-Darlehen und Schutzunterkünfte;
Verbesserung der physischen und sozialen Bedingungen in den Lagern, Einsatz für Menschenrechte, für eine gerechte
Lösung der Palästina-Flüchtlingsfrage; Dokumentation von und Intervention bei Menschenrechtsverletzungen im GazaStreifen und im Westjordanland. Schutz vor Übergriffen der Militärs gehören nicht zum Mandat der UNRWA.
http://www.freunde-palaestinas.de/die-fluechtlinge.html
http://palaestina.org

Fakten, Zahlen und politische Forderungen zur Palästinafrage

Internetseite der Palästinensischen Mission in Deutschland, Rheinbabenallee 8, 14199 Berlin

https://www.nzz.ch/an-nakba__die_unvergessene_katastrophe_der_palaestinenser-1.750912)
NZZ Artikel vom 05.06.2008 zur Katastrophe der Palästinenser
http://www.lib-hilfe.de/infos_ausstellung.html 60 Jahre Nakba, Wanderausstellung, Verein Flüchtlingskinder im Libanon e.V.
mit aufschlussreichen Augenzeugenberichten, Fakten und Zahlen zu Flucht und Vertreibung im Jahr 1948
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86RCwQE5jNw
Al Nakba - Die Katastrophe: Flucht und Vertreibung der Palästinenser (WDR Reportage 2008, rund 45 min.)
https://www.boell.de/sites/default/files/Palaestina_und_die_Palaestinenser_kommentierbar.pdf
60 Jahre nach der Nakba, Band 25 der Reihe Demokratie, Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung und Christian Sterzing 2011
https://www.akweb.de/ak_s/ak634/40.htm
Israel- und Palästinasolidarität sind geprägt durch selektive Wahrnehmung,... Bikoret Khatira, Blogprojekt
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Sabeel, a Christian-Palestinian Way
to Justice and Reconciliation

Meeting Cedar Duaybis and Rev. Dr. Naim Ateek

Theologically unsubstantial:
The narrative of God’s own country
Since 1948, 80% of the Palestinian population has
been displaced. Cedar Duaybis finds it unbearable that
Jews consider Palestine to be their God-given country
and that ultra-conservative Christians support the idea
because they believe in the migration of Jews to Israel
at the end of the days before Christ’s return. According
to Cedar, this narrative is theologically unsubstantial
and it is bitter for Palestinian Christians that they do
not count with the support of these Christian circles.
We are paying the price for the Shoa
Rev. Ateek and Cedar Duaybis speak with one voice:
„What happened to the Jews in Europe – never again!
We completely understand that the Jews want a safe
place for their own. But despite all that, we are not
responsible for the Shoa. However, we are paying the
price”. In Israel there is no equality before the law,
Arabs and “non-Jews” are discriminated against: “The
word ‘Palestine’ is extinguished. Gaza is dying. There is
no constitution.”
Biblical tradition of peace and reconciliation
Rev. Ateek and Cedar Duaybis continue: For a long
time Christians ignored their Jewish roots and tolerated anti-Semitic tendencies in theology and the Bible. It
is time that Christians observed the tradition of justice,
peace and reconciliation, laid down by the central
message of the Bible, instead of ignoring – let alone
defending – injustice. The results achieved by Christian
-Jewish dialogue must be extended to the Palestinian
Christians. They have a right to pose the controversial
question of why theology after Auschwitz does not
speak up against the injustice done to the Palestinians.
Contribution of Christian culture
„One day we will be able to live together and learn
from each other, the pre-requisites being ‚justice and
reconciliation‘“, says Ateek.
The spirituality of the Bible includes everyone, this
goes also for the Palestinian Christians – the forgotten
faithful – and it goes in particular for young people on
their quest for a proper identity. The essence of Christianity is love, respect and accepting one another.

Liberation-theological approach for Palestine
Sabeel is the name of the ecumenical ChristianPalestinian movement for liberation-theology. The
name signifies “way”. We, too, receive their weekly
circular letter Wave of Prayer. In Jerusalem we met
with the founders of Sabeel, Rev. Dr. Naim Ateek and
Cedar Duaybis who also co-authored the Kairos Palestine Document.
Personal experience of the Nakba
Being one of those who lived through it, Cedar Duaybis
shares her personal experience of the Nakba. She was
an eleven-year-old girl when an armed Zionist group
attacked the Arab part of her native city Haifa. Cedar
says that it constituted a catastrophe for her own identity: not knowing where you belong or where you are
going to live. In theological terms the catastrophe
arose of the fact that “your own religion is used to
justify your suppression”.
70 years ago Haifa was under fire
In April 1948 the indigenous Arab population of Haifa
fled from the city, with what little they could carry.
After the neighboring house had been hit by artillery,
Cedar’s family ran for their lives to the harbor. There
were boats there and the British provided protection.
However, many of the overloaded boats capsized,
refugees drowned. Like many other Christians the
family fled to Nazareth. Nazareth was “taken” on July
16, 1948.
1948: Palestinian flow of refugees
„Zionist forces expropriated 531 Arab towns and villages as well as 11 Arab quarters. They pillaged Palestinian property. Zionist troops, Haganah and Palmach
blew up lots of houses. Whenever they encountered
resistance, they killed, even old people, women and
children.” According to Cedar Duaybis the program to
destroy and depopulate Arab areas (Plan D, March
1948) was set up by Ben Gurion.
Hundreds of thousands of Palestinians roamed Palestine in those days, fleeing to neighboring countries and
trying to avoid the Zionist army. The refugees slept in
Olive orchards and in mountain huts or in villages not
yet under fire. We can imagine what Cedar Duaybis
went through.
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Snapshots from Hebron
The old core of Hebron is a Palestinian World Cultural
Heritage Site, figuring among the Endangered World
Heritage Sites.
Since 1967 Hebron is under Israeli occupation. Since
1998 it is divided. H2, the historical core of the city, is
a ghost town with watchtowers, blockades, walls and
sealed doors. In 1998 there were about 35,000 Palestinians living in the H2-zone, ten years later their number has fallen by 40%. Hundreds of flats have been
cleared, almost all the markets are closed. The remaining shops hardly have any customers.
Our guide in Hebron tells us: „One cannot describe
what it means to live under occupation. You have to
see and feel for yourself”.
Each day is characterized by arbitrariness and lawlessness. „ Hebron life is under the control of 1,500 soldiers, 122 checkpoints and 104 surveillance cameras.
Access to the cameras has to granted, otherwise doors
will be knocked in”. Streets were sealed off. It is not
allowed to renovate decrepit houses. Even the pedestrians have to follow a tedious system of one-way
routes.
Our guide gives his opinion: “This is all about violence,
not security”.
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There is no other place where Jews and Palestinians
live so closely together.
In legal terms, the Israeli population falls under Israeli
civil law, the Palestinians, however, are judged under
administrative law – which means martial law, i.e. the
rules and regulations of the occupying force, “might
makes right”. The settlers can create accomplished
facts by squatting houses, especially the upper floors.
They throw waste, even faeces, at neighbors and shop
owners.
At the checkpoint leading to the Ibrahim mosque
soldiers are harassing a boy.
Our Palestinian guide hurries to help and translates
the commands given in Hebrew. The boy has to take
of his jacket and shoes and show his bare torso. But
even then he is not allowed to proceed as he carries a
Palestinian scarf. We, on the contrary, are able to enter the historic mosque unmolested.
An Israeli recruit is obliged to hold out as a guard post
at a crossroad.
Being tourists, he is willing to let us continue into a
street leading to Israeli homes which is blocked for
Palestinians. He turns away a Hebron native. We
choose to refrain.

In February 2018, after the guided tour in Jerusalem, we asked Daoud Ghoul to give us a
short description about his view on Jerusalem, as he told us at different points in the old city.
In April 2018, he sent his contribution which we insert here with his friendly permission.

Examples to realise
the reality of Jerusalem
Several narratives of different parties
are trying to claim their own relation
with the history, the land and the
future of Jerusalem. This creates a
complicated situation to understand
the history and reality of the city. The
well-known narrative that we can
easy find in numerous websites and
publications is the Israeli narrative
based on the Biblical or Tora stories.
Often, these religious stories are used
for political purposes. We should
pose the question: How can we get
the real history about the city?
Jerusalem is full of important
archaeological sites and
religious memorials.
The old city of Jerusalem is inscribed
on UNESCO's World Heritage List and
on the World Heritage in Danger List.
The city is one of the most important
and famous cities in the world, since
it is considered the holy land to the
three monotheistic religions
(Judaism, Christianity and Islam).
Also, Jerusalem is a political symbol
for the Arab-Israeli conflict.
“Official” narrative of Jerusalem’s
history was composed according to
the stories of the Tora.
The promised land to the “God’s
people” became “the land without
people for the people without land”.
Writing this narrative, several mistakes were done, and now it is
strongly criticized by the contemporary historians. As an example: In East
Jerusalem, in Silwan, there is an old
archaeological site called by his name
“city of King David”. But there is no
single evidence that king David and
his kingdom is more than theory.
Archaeological site and narrated
history do not correspond. The size of
this site is far too small for the
kingdom capital of Juda and

Samaria and could never host thousands of residents.
But the narrated story linked to this
site is still interesting and every
month tens of thousands of visitors
are visiting this site and listening the
stories, without knowing that this site
is managed by settlers’ organizations
that collect the money to raise and
finance security actions and confiscating more properties of the Palestinians in Jerusalem.

The inhabitants of Jerusalem came from many
different cultural backgrounds and left behind a
rich heritage – apart from the well-known
conflicts. Under http://alt-arch.org/en/ the
NGO Emek Shaveh shows an animated cartoon on the history of Jerusalem’s population.

Master plans for the urban
development will guarantee
the Jewish majority.
The Israeli master plans and the last
strategic plan named “Jerusalem
5800” that deal with long-term planning for metropolitan greater Jerusalem are clearly mentioning the intention to change the demography of
the city to ensure Jewish majority.
That is done through several policies
and laws to annex the Jewish settlements in the west bank to the greater Jerusalem, similar to demolishing
the houses, stopping the family unifications of the Palestinians since more
than 15 years.
The Palestinians in Jerusalem pay
taxes (Arnona!) for these development plans that aim to replace them
in the city. These projects violate the
Human Rights and the international
law. We can find paragraphs about
this in the plan as in the paragraph
no. 4 of Jerusalem 5800: “Decision
making with an understanding of
demographics and sovereignty will
be required to ensure a Jewish majority in the State of Israel and in Jerusalem, its capital”. (Jerusalem 5800, a
Futuristic Vision for Metropolitan Jerusalem, signed by Minister of Jerusalem and
Legacy affairs, and Minister of Tourism
2016.) continue to read on page 36

Daoud Ghoul, Director of Shafaq, The Jerusalem Arts Network, he received his B.A on Political science 2009, and M.A on Jerusalem Studies from Al Quds University, and he has experience working
on different fields, specially community work in Jerusalem, including working as the youth program
manager at HWC, local/alternative tour guide in Jerusalem, different kind training for youth groups.
He can be contacted at daooud@gmail.com
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The old part of Jerusalem is undermined in
search of archeological findings giving proof
to Zionist narratives. Some of the still inhabited historical buildings are threatening to
collapse.

Top: Israeli settlers live on the roofs of Palestinian houses. Bottom: In 2005, the sale of
the Hotel Imperial to settlers, including a 98year-usage-right, made it to the headlines.
The legal dispute between the Palestinian
operator, Israeli settlers and the Greekorthodox church prevents a renovation of the
hotel.

Examples to realise
the reality of Jerusalem
Established as corpus separatum
Not only the Nakbah in 1948, with the banishment of 700.000 Palestians, but the British
mandate also changed the geopolitical borders of Jerusalem. New neighborhoods were
included as part of the city, and the people
were divided in religious groups. 1947, the
UN-plan for partition included Bethlehem
inside the borders of Jerusalem. In the resolution 181 of the UN, “the City of Jerusalem shall
be established as corpus separatum under a
special international regime and shall be administered by the United Nations. The Trusteeship Council shall be designated to
discharge the responsibilities of the Administering Authority on behalf of the United Nations”. Because of that the intended moving
of the United States’ embassy to Jerusalem is
a violation of the international law.
Division in religious groups is contrary
to the historical urban development
The religious division does not conform to the
city’s historical development. Jerusalem was
never dividing its people in religious groups or
quarters. In the reality, no Palestinian quarter
exists, the quarters were never owned and
occupied by only Christians or Muslims, except the Jewish quarter because of illegal annexation of Jerusalem by Israeli forces in the
year 1976. In violation of international law, the
small traditional Jewish quarter was expanded
at the expense of adjacent Islamic neighborhoods. Today, still you can find Al Omari
mosque in the middle of the Jewish quarter,
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but without any signs or information about
the place and without allowing the Muslims to
pray in it or even to call on the time of the
pray.
We hope, wait for peace and are aware of
the reality
Dividing the people and creating a religious
conflict was the strategy used in the colonization administered by the British government,
as example: Kashmir, Cyprus and Ireland, the
same in Palestine. Nowadays, this is used by
creating or supporting the extremist groups in
different Arab countries.
While we hope and wait for real peace, it is
important to be aware of the reality in Jerusalem, and how tourism and religion are used to
support political purposes and how it is used
as a good business on the occupied lands and
as a tool of silent process to transfer the Palestinians from their city and home.
Daoud Ghoul, Jerusalem

